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A Gossiping Protocol for
Detecting Global Threshold Crossings

Fetahi Wuhib, Mads Dam, Rolf Stadler

Abstract—We investigate the use of gossip protocols for the
detection of network-wide threshold crossings. Our design goals
are low protocol overhead, small detection delay, low probability
of false positives and negatives, scalability, robustness to node
failures and controllability of the trade-off between overhead
and detection delay. Based on push-synopses, a gossip protocol
introduced by Kempe et al., we present a protocol that indicates
whether a global aggregate of static local values is above or
below a given threshold. For this protocol, we prove correctness
and show that it converges to a state with no overhead when
the aggregate is sufficiently far from the threshold. Then, we
introduce an extension we call TG-GAP, a protocol that (1)
executes in a dynamic network environment where local values
change and (2) implements hysteresis behavior with upper and
lower thresholds. Key elements of its design are the construction
of snapshots of the global aggregate for threshold detection
and a mechanism for synchronizing local states, both of which
are realized through the underlying gossip protocol. Simulation
studies suggest that TG-GAP is efficient in that the protocol
overhead is minimal when the aggregate is sufficiently far from
the threshold, that its overhead and the detection delay are
largely independent on the system size, and that the trade-
off between overhead and detection quality can be effectively
controlled. Lastly, we perform a comparative evaluation of
TG-GAP against a tree-based protocol. We conclude that, for
detecting global threshold crossings in the type of scenarios
investigated, the tree-based protocol incurs a significantly lower
overhead and a smaller detection delay than a gossip protocol
such as TG-GAP.

Index Terms—

I. INTRODUCTION

T he work in this paper has been conducted as part of a
research agenda where we investigate the use of gossip

protocols for the purpose of decentralized real-time monitor-
ing. Recent research in gossip protocols suggests that these
types of protocols may help engineering a new generation
of monitoring systems that are highly scalable and fault
tolerant [1]. To date, however, no gossip-based monitoring
systems have been built, and our recent work on gossip-based
aggregation for real-time monitoring [2] is the first to evaluate
gossip-based monitoring against the traditional alternative of
tree-based monitoring.

Gossip protocols, also known as epidemic protocols, are
round-based distributed algorithms. During a round, each node
selects a subset of other nodes to interact with, whereby the
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Fig. 1. Threshold Crossing Alerts: an alert is raised when a monitored
variable crosses a given threshold T g+ from below. The alert is cleared when
the variable crosses a lower threshold T g− from above.

selection function is often probabilistic. Nodes interact via
“small” messages, which are processed and trigger local state
changes (cf. [1], [3], [4]). Gossip protocols were originally
proposed in [3] for the purpose of disseminating updates in
large database systems. More recently, these protocols have
been developed for various other tasks, including constructing
robust overlays (e.g., [5]), network slicing (e.g., [6]), estimat-
ing the network size (e.g., [7]) and monitoring of network-
wide aggregates (e.g., [2], [4]).

This paper focuses on gossip protocols for detecting thresh-
old crossings. Threshold crossing alerts (TCAs) indicate to a
management system that a monitored management variable,
for instance a device counter, has crossed a preconfigured
value—the threshold. Variables that are monitored for thresh-
old crossing typically contain performance-related data, such
as link utilization or packet drop rates. In order to avoid
repeated TCAs in case the monitored variable oscillates, a
threshold T g+ is typically accompanied by a second threshold
T g− called the hysteresis threshold, set to a lower value. The
hysteresis threshold must be crossed, in order to clear the TCA
and allow a new TCA to be triggered when the threshold is
crossed again (see Figure 1).

More specifically, this work centers around raising and
clearing TCAs when the monitored variable is a global ag-
gregate of local variables across the network. Such aggregates
are computed from local variables using aggregation functions,
including SUM, MAX and AVERAGE. Use cases in this
context are (1) raising an alert when the average load across
all network links exceeds 50% and clearing the alert when it
falls below 40%, and (2) raising an alert when the number
of active voice calls in a given domain exceeds 20,000 and
clearing the alert when that number falls below 18,000. Spe-
cific management tasks that require such functionality include
network surveillance, service assurance and traffic control.

In deployed monitoring systems today, TCAs are raised
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and cleared in a centralized fashion, whereby a management
station collects device-level data, performs aggregation on this
data and evaluates a predicate (i.e., the condition for threshold
crossing) that determines whether to raise or clear an alert.
To allow for scalable solutions, decentralized approaches to
the TCA problem have been developed, which are based on a
distributed spanning tree in the network over which aggregates
are computed [8], [9]. The predicate is then evaluated at the
root of the tree.

In this paper, we propose a gossip protocol to detect thresh-
old crossings of aggregates in a decentralized way. The work is
based on the push-synopses protocol by Kempe et al., a gossip
protocol for computing aggregates in a network [4]. We first
introduce a simple extension of push-synopses that determines,
in an efficient way, whether an aggregate is above or below
a threshold, under the assumption that the local values do
not change. For this protocol, we prove two properties related
to correctness and efficiency. Then, we extend the simple
protocol to a protocol that (1) executes in a dynamic network
environment where local values change and (2) implements
the hysteresis behavior with an upper and lower threshold
(See Figure 1). We refer to this protocol as TG-GAP for
TCAs using a Gossip-based Generic Aggregation Protocol. We
evaluate TG-GAP through simulation, focusing on the protocol
efficiency and the quality of detecting threshold crossing (for
different network sizes, frequency of threshold crossings and
churn rates). For the sake of comparison, we run scenarios
with a tree-based protocol for detecting threshold crossings,
which provides us with insight into the performance of gossip-
based vs. tree-based monitoring.

This paper is a revised and extended version of [10]. While
in [10] we map out the design space for a gossip-based
protocol for detecting threshold crossings, this work focuses
on proposing two specific protocols, prove properties and
provide simulation results. The simulation studies in this work
are much more thorough than those presented in [10]. Most
importantly they include a comparative evaluation of gossip-
based vs. tree-based threshold detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related work. Section III describes the architectural
assumptions and the design goals for our protocol TG-GAP.
Section IV provides the background for gossip-based aggre-
gation. Section V presents the simple protocol and provides
proofs for some of its properties. Section VI introduces TG-
GAP. The evaluation of TG-GAP and the comparison to tree-
based protocol for detecting threshold crossings is presented
in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The naïve approach to detect threshold crossings of global
aggregates is to continuously poll the network devices, ag-
gregate this data, and evaluate the aggregate for threshold
crossings. This approach is clearly not scalable, specifically
given the fact that, in general, many variables are monitored
for threshold crossing at the same time. Several works that
address this problem have been recently reported. They follow
either a centralized approach (e.g., [11]–[14]) or a distributed
approach (e.g., [8], [9]). A common property of the proposed

solutions is that they exhibit a low management overhead
when the aggregate is far from the threshold. For all these
solutions, local predicates define conditions under which nodes
send updates as part of the aggregation process, with the goal
of achieving a low protocol overhead. [8] contains a detailed
overview of the state of the art in threshold detection.

In the context of introducing a protocol design methodology,
Gupta et al. present a gossip protocol for detecting threshold
crossing of the aggregation function AVERAGE [15]. This
protocol has similarities with the simple protocol presented
in Section V. Both protocols converge to a state where
nodes do not exchange messages if the aggregate is below
the threshold, and they converge to a state where all nodes
exchange messages if the aggregate is above the threshold.
Nodes have state variables that indicate whether the aggregate
is above or below the threshold.

In our earlier work [8], we proposed TCA-GAP, a protocol
that augments a tree-based aggregation protocol with a rate
adaptation scheme for detecting threshold crossings. The key
idea is to recursively assign local thresholds to subtrees and to
introduce a scheme that dynamically adjusts these thresholds
to network conditions and external events. In Section VII-H,
we present a comparative evaluation of the protocol presented
in this paper with TCA-GAP.

III. ARCHITECTURE AND PROTOCOL DESIGN GOALS

The protocols discussed in this paper are designed for a
management architecture shown in Figure 2, in which each
network device participates in protocol processing, by running
a management process, either internally or on an external,
associated device. (A monitoring node in Figure 2 corresponds
to a management process.) These management processes
communicate via a management overlay for the purpose of
monitoring the network. We refer to this overlay also as the
network graph. A node of this graph represents a network
device together with its management process. A management
station can access any node to initiate a monitoring protocol
and to receive updates of some monitored variable. For the
case of monitoring threshold crossing, the node notifies the
management station whenever a threshold crossing occurs.

The goal of this paper is to engineer a protocol for de-
tecting network-wide threshold crossings with the following
properties.

• Efficiency: The communication and processing overhead
of the protocol should be small, specifically during peri-
ods where the aggregate is far (above or below) from the
threshold .

• Quality of detection: The protocol should achieve small
delays for detecting threshold crossings, and false posi-
tives and false negatives should be extremely rare.

• Scalability: The protocol should allow for efficient op-
eration with high quality of detection in large networks
with at least thousands of nodes.

• Robustness: The protocol should allow for a continuous
operation after node or link failures, as well as after
addition and removal of nodes.

• Controllability: The protocol should allow for con-
trolling the trade-off between quality of detection and
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the decentralized monitoring system. Gossip protocols
run in the management overlay.

protocol overhead through management parameters that
can be adjusted at runtime.

In this work, we assume that the protocol is executed
in nodes of a partially synchronous network with bounded
communication and processing delays, as well as non-
synchronized local clocks. Each node of the network graph has
an associated local (management) variable xi(t) > 0 whose
aggregate is monitored for threshold crossing. The pseudo-
code descriptions of the protocols are given for the case where
no message is lost and nodes do not fail.

IV. BACKGROUND: GOSSIP-BASED AGGREGATION

This section contains background information on the push-
synopses protocol [4], which will be needed to understand the
design rationale and the evaluation of the protocols introduced
in this paper. The pseudo-code of push-synopses is given in
Algorithm 1 and follows the presentation in [4]. The protocol
estimates the average of the local state variables xi > 0 over
all nodes i of a given network graph. At the end of each
iteration (or round), shares of si and wi are distributed to
nodes according to the variables αi,j , whereby αi,j is chosen
in such a way that αi,j ≥ 0 and

∑
j αi,j = 1. After each

round, the local estimate ai of the global average at node i
can be obtained as ai = si

wi
.

The push-synopses protocol can be instantiated in differ-
ent ways. Initializing si to xi and wi to 1, as shown in
Algorithm 1, causes si

wi
to converge towards the average(

1
n

∑
i xi

)
, where n is the number of nodes. Alternatively,

initializing si to xi and wi to 0 for all nodes i, except for
a selected node j for which wj is initialized to 1, results
in si

wi
converging to the sum (

∑
i xi). As shown in [2],

the ability to compute SUM and AVERAGE allows comput-
ing many aggregation functions that can be written in the
form of f (

∑
i g1(xi) +

∑
i g2(xi) + ...

∑
i gk(xi)), such as

MIN/MAX, PRODUCT, various means and moments, etc.
The choice of αi,j defines the so-called communication

strategy used by the protocol. The main strategy studied in [4]

Algorithm 1 Push-synopses: pseudo-code for node i. Ni

represents i’s neighbors.
round 0
1: si = xi,0; wi = 1;
2: send (si, wi) to self
round r > 0
3: let M = {(s∗l , w∗

l )} be all pairs sent to i
during round r − 1

4: si =
∑

l s∗l ; wi =
∑

l w∗
l ;

5: choose shares αi,j ≥ 0 for all nodes j ∈ Ni

such that
∑

j αi,j = 1

6: for all j ∈ Ni|αi,j > 0 send (αi,jsi, αi,jwi) to j

is uniform gossip on a complete, i.e., fully connected, network
graph. Uniform gossip refers to the strategy of selecting, in
each round, the recipient of a message uniformly at random
among all nodes of the graph (cf. [16]). For the case of push-
synopses, this means that (1) αi,i = 0.5 for all nodes i, (2)
αi,j = 0.5 for exactly one j �= i and (3) αi,k = 0 for all k
with k �= i and k �= j.

The convergence property of push-synopses under uniform
gossip is such that the number of rounds sufficient for an
estimate to converge to within a given error margin grows with
the logarithm of the network size, for a given probability. The
following theorem formalizes this statement. A proof can be
found in [4].

Theorem 1 (Convergence, push-synopses). Assuming uniform
gossip and a complete network graph, for a fixed error ε and
a probability δ, the probability that there is a round r′ =
O(log n) for which the relative error e(r, i) ≤ ε for all i and
all r ≥ r′ is at least 1 − δ.

In the theorem, the relative error e(r, i) after round r on
node i is defined as e(r, i) = | ar,i∑

j xj
− 1

n | where ar,i denotes
the value of ai at the end of round r.

For readability, Theorem 1 is stated for fixed error bounds
ε and δ. More generally, arbitrary bounds ε and δ are allowed,
and then r′ becomes O(log n + log 1

ε + log 1
δ ).

A communication strategy different from uniform gossip is
one we call deterministic gossip, whereby a node i chooses
αi,i = αi,j for all neighbors j and αi,k = 0 for all other
nodes. Hence, a node i with degree di chooses αi,i = αi,j =

1
di+1 for all neighbors j. Under this strategy, for an arbitrarily
connected graph, Olshevsky et al. give an upper bound of
O(n3 log n

ε ) and a lower bound of O(n3 log 1
ε ) on the number

of rounds needed for the relative estimation error to have fallen
to within ε [17].

Note that while the above convergence properties for deter-
ministic gossip are much worse than that for uniform gossip,
one has to take into account that uniform gossip assumes
a fully connected graph while deterministic gossip assumes
only that the graph is connected. In fact, simulation results
show that deterministic gossip on connected graphs with small
diameter seem to converge with the logarithm of the system
size, just as uniform gossip.

For the protocols presented in this paper, we assume that
they apply either uniform gossip or deterministic gossip as
their communication strategy. For the purpose of real-time
monitoring, we envision overlay topologies that are not fully
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connected, for scalability reasons. Therefore, we believe that
deterministic gossip is the appropriate strategy for many
practical settings.

V. A SIMPLE PROTOCOL FOR THRESHOLD DETECTION

In this section, we present a protocol for threshold detection,
which we refer to as the ‘simple protocol’. It is simple in the
sense that it only indicates whether the aggregate is above or
below a given threshold T = T g+ > 0, and it assumes that
local values do not change over time. In the next section, we
extend this protocol into TG-GAP, which allows local values
to change and which implements hysteresis behavior using
two thresholds (see Figure 1).

The simple protocol is an extension of the push-synopses
protocol introduced in Section IV. In the simple protocol, a
node is either in active state where it actively participates in
the computation of the aggregate, or it is in passive state and
refrains from actively participating in the computation. The
switch between active and passive state is controlled by the
local estimate of the aggregate. Specifically, a node with a
local estimate larger or equal to kT for some 0 ≤ k < 1
is active and passive otherwise. Note that if k = 0 for all
nodes, all nodes are active, and the execution of the simple
protocol reduces to that of push-synopses (more precisely, to
push-synopses with an additional state variable that indicates
whether or not the aggregate is above the threshold).

A key idea behind the protocol design is that, if the aggre-
gate is close to or above the threshold, all nodes will eventually
become active, allowing the local value of the estimate to
converge to its true value.Similarly, if the aggregate is below
the threshold, all nodes will eventually become passive and
the overhead will become 0. We prove these properties in
subsection V-B.

A. Pseudo-code

Similar to push-synopses, the simple protocol maintains
sum and weight variables si and wi on a node i. In addition,
a node also maintains a variable crossedi that indicates its
belief whether the threshold is crossed or not. As in push-
synopses, at the end of each protocol cycle, a node sends out
messages of the format (s, w) to its neighbors.

The pseudo-code for the simple protocol for a node i is
given in Algorithm 2. The upper part (round 0) describes the
initialization of the protocol, and the lower part (round r > 0)
describes the protocol cycle that is executed for each round
r. Ni denotes the set of neighbors of node i and T = T g+

denotes the threshold.
The initialization of the simple protocol starts, in a similar

way as push-synopses, by initializing si and wi for the
desired aggregation function (step 1). The crossedi variable
is initialized to true if ( si

wi
> T ) and to false otherwise (step

1). The initialization phase of the protocol completes by the
node sending the pair (si, wi) to itself (step 2).

At the start of each protocol cycle (round r > 0), a node
processes the messages it has received during the previous
round and updates its local state. In step 4, si and wi are
set to the sum of the s and w components, respectively, of
all messages received during the previous round. The variable

Algorithm 2 The simple protocol: pseudo-code for node i. Ni

represents the set of i’s neighbors.
round 0
1: si = xi,0; wi = 1; crossedi = ( si

wi
> T )

2: send (si, wi) to self
round r > 0
3: let M = {(s∗l , w∗

l )} be all pairs sent to i
during round r − 1

4: si =
∑

l s∗l ; wi =
∑

l w∗
l ;crossedi = ( si

wi
> T )

5: if (si/wi ≥ kT) then
6: choose shares αi,j ≥ 0 for all nodes j ∈ Ni

such that
∑

j αi,j = 1
7: else
8: choose shares αi,j ≥ 0 for all nodes j ∈ {i} ∪

{m| s∗m
w∗

m
≥ kT} and αi,j = 0 for all others in

Ni such that
∑

j αi,j = 1
9: end if

10: for all j ∈ Ni|αi,j > 0 send (αi,jsi, αi,jwi) to j

crossedi is updated to reflect whether the local estimate of
the aggregate, si

wi
, is above or below the threshold.

In step 5, the node checks whether it is active (i.e., si

wi
≥

kT holds) or passive (i.e., si

wi
< kT holds). If it is active,

it chooses in step 6 the shares αi,j for all of its neighbors j
according to the choice of the communication strategy. If the
node is passive, it chooses shares of 0 for all nodes except for
itself and its active neighbors, for whom shares are chosen
according to the communication strategy (step 8). Finally, in
step 10, the node completes the protocol cycle by sending out
shares (αi,jsi, αi,jwi) to all nodes {j ∈ N |αi,j > 0}.

Note that the pseudo-code of the simple protocol reduces
to that of push-synopses if all references to state variable
crossedi are removed and steps 5-9 are replaced by step 6.

B. Analysis of the simple protocol

In this subsection, we prove two properties of the simple
protocol that relate to protocol efficiency and correctness.
The proofs are given for the communication strategy of
deterministic gossip (see Section IV), as this strategy will
likely be relevant in practical settings.

Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with n nodes that
defines the network topology on which the simple protocol
executes. Each node i ∈ V has an associated local variable
xi > 0, over which the protocol computes the aggregate. The
global threshold is T > 0. The parameter k ∈ [0, 1] controls
the switching of a node between active and passive state. r ≥ 0
denotes the round of protocol execution. The set of active
nodes at the end of round r is denoted by Ar, and, similarly,
the set of passive nodes by Pr. Obviously, Ar ∪ Pr = V .

We want to prove the following property of the protocol.
If the global aggregate is above kT , then all nodes will
eventually become active; if the global aggregate is below
kT , then all nodes will eventually become passive. Regarding
protocol overhead, this means that, in the first case, when all
nodes are active, the overhead is the same as that of push-
synopses. In the second case, when all nodes are passive, the
overhead is zero. We define here the protocol overhead as the
number of messages exchanged by the protocol. Formally, we
state this property as:
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Theorem 2 (Convergence). For the simple protocol, there
exists a round re < ∞ such that

1) If
∑

i xi

n > kT then i ∈ Ar, ∀i ∧ ∀r ≥ re

2) If
∑

i xi

n < kT then i ∈ Pr, ∀i ∧ ∀r ≥ re

Based on Theorem 2, we will prove a correctness result
for the simple protocol. It states that, if the global aggregate
is above the threshold, then the local variable crossedi will
eventually hold the value true on all nodes; if the global
aggregate is below the threshold, then crossedi will eventually
hold the value false on all nodes. Formally, we state this result
as:

Theorem 3 (Protocol Correctness). For the simple protocol,
there exists a round rc < ∞ such that

1) If
∑

i xi

n > T then crossedi,r = true, ∀i ∧ ∀r ≥ rc

2) If
∑

i xi

n < T then crossedi,r = false,∀i ∧ ∀r ≥ rc

Here is the idea behind the proofs of the two theorems.
First, we define a quantity we call ‘potential’, and show that
active nodes have positive potential while passive nodes have
negative potential. Using properties of this quantity, we then
prove Theorem 2 by showing that, if the global aggregate is
above kT , then the sum of the potentials of passive nodes
will eventually increase to zero; if it is below kT , then the
sum of the potentials of active nodes will eventually decrease
to zero. Finally, using Theorem 2, we prove Theorem 3 in a
straightforward manner.

Definition 1 (Potential). The potential of node i at round r
is a function of the value of the local variables of node i at
round r and is given by Φi,r = si,r − kTwi,r. The potential
of a set of nodes S is given by the sum of the potentials of
the individual nodes: ΦS

r =
∑

i∈S Φi,r.

The potential has several properties that are formulated as
Lemmas 1 through 5.

Lemma 1 (Positive and negative potential). At any round r ≥
0

1) Φi,r ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ Ar

2) Φi,r < 0, ∀i ∈ Pr

Proof: We can write Φi,r = wi,r(
si,r

wi,r
− kT ). By defini-

tion a node is active in round r if ( si,r

wi,r
≥ kT ) and passive

otherwise. The statement thus follows, since wi,r is always
greater than 0.

Lemma 2 (Conservation of potential). The potential of the
system is conserved: ΦV

r =
∑

i xi − nkT, ∀r ≥ 0.

Therefore, we can write ΦV , instead of ΦV
r .

Proof: ∑
i

Φi,r =
∑

i

(si,r − kTwi,r))

=
∑

i

si,r − kT
∑

i

wi,r

=
∑

i

xi − nkT

For the last step, we apply the mass conservation property of
push-synopses, namely,

∑
i si,r =

∑
i xi and

∑
i wi,r = n, ∀r

[4].

Lemma 3 (Transfer of potential). In the simple protocol, when
node i sends a message to node j in round r, node i’s potential
is decreased by αi,jΦi,r and node j’s potential is increased
by the same amount, at round r + 1.

Proof: This follows from the definition of potential and
the protocol.

A direct consequence of this lemma is the following mono-
tonicity property.

Lemma 4 (Monotonicity). The potential of the set of active
nodes ΦA

r decreases monotonically with r, and the potential
of passive nodes ΦP

r increases monotonically with r.

Proof: Let Mr be the set of all (s, w)–pairs sent in
round r. Let Mi,r be the set of messages sent to i in
round r. Obviously, Mi,r ⊆ Mr and Mi,r ∩ Mj,r = ∅
for i �= j. Let MA

r and MP
r be the set of messages sent

from active nodes and passive nodes, respectively, in round
r, with MA

r ∪ MP
r = Mr. Similarly, let MA

i,r and MP
i,r

be the sets of messages received by node i, which are sent
from active and passive nodes, respectively, in round r, with
MA

i,r∪MP
i,r = Mi,r. For a given set of messages M , we define

Φ(M) =
∑

(sl,wl)∈M (sl − kTwl). Then, because of Lemma
3 and the protocol, we can write ΦA

r−1 =
∑

i Φ(MA
i,r−1). By

definition, Φi,r = Φ(MA
i,r−1) + Φ(MP

i,r−1). Hence

ΦA
r =

∑
i∈Ar

Φi,r

=
∑
i∈Ar

Φ(MA
i,r−1) +

∑
i∈Ar

Φ(MP
i,r−1)

≤ ΦA
r−1

The last inequality holds since
∑

i∈Ar
Φ(MA

i,r−1) ≤∑
i Φ(MA

i,r−1) and
∑

i∈Ar
Φ(MP

i,r−1) ≤ 0. We have thus
proved that ΦA

r decreases monotonically with r. From this
statement and Lemma 2, it follows that ΦP

r increases mono-
tonically with r.

The following Lemma shows that the positive potential
decreases exponentially fast over time, assuming at least
one passive node in the system. The proof builds upon the
following idea. Imagine one tags and follows the contribution
of an active node to the positive potential. Let D be the
diameter of the network graph G and d be the degree of G
(i.e., the maximum degree of any node in G), incremented by
1. Since the distance between two nodes is bounded by D and
since at least 1

d times a node’s contribution is transferred to
the receiver upon sending a message, at least 1

dD of a node’s
potential at round r would have reached some passive node
by round r + D. Summing all these contributions up over all
active nodes at round r and using Lemma 3, we arrive at the
following lemma.

Lemma 5 (Decrease in positive potential). Let D be the
diameter of the network graph G and d be the degree of
G, incremented by 1. For the simple protocol, ΦA

r+D ≤
(1 − d−D)ΦA

r holds for all rounds r ≥ 0, if there is at least
one passive node at round r + D.

Proof: Recall that by definition Pr = V \ Ar. Also, by
Lemma 4, Pr′+D �= ∅ implies that Pr �= ∅ for all r ≤ r′ +D.
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For simplicity, we consider the case where r′ = 0. Extension
to any r′ > 0 is straightforward.

For some r : 0 ≤ r < D we say that a node v ∈ Ar is
(D − r)-close, if there is a sequence of nodes and messages
(v = vr), mr, vr+1, · · · , vr′−1, mr′−1, vr′ such that r′ ≤ D,
vr′ ∈ Pr′ , for all r′′ : r ≤ r′′ < r′, vr′′ ∈ Ar′′ , and, in
round r′′, the node vr′′ sends the message mr′′ to vr′′+1. Let
V̂r be the set of nodes that are (D − r)-close. It follows that
V̂0 = A0, V̂D = ∅, V̂r ⊆ Ar, and that, if v ∈ V̂r, r < D − 1,
then there is at least one node v′ ∈ V̂r+1 such that v sends a
message to v′ at round r. Vice versa, if v is (D−(r+1))-close,
(v′, v) ∈ E, and v′ ∈ Ar then v′ is (D − r)-close

Let Φ̂r = Σv∈V̂r
Φv,r and

fan(v, r) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 + card({v′ | (v, v′) ∈ E}
if sv,r

wv,r
≥ kT ,

1 + card({v′ | (v, v′) ∈ E ∧ sv′,r

wv′,r
≥ kT }

otherwise.

We obtain:

Φ̂r+1 = Σv∈V̂r+1
Φv,r+1

= Σv∈V̂r+1
Σv′:(v′,v)∈E fan(v′)−1Φv′,r

≥ d−1Σv∈V̂r+1
Σv′∈VA,r :(v′,v)∈EΦv′,r +

Σv∈V̂r+1
Σv′∈VP,r :(v′,v)∈E fan(v′)−1Φv′,r

= d−1Σv∈V̂r
Φv,r +

Σv∈V̂r+1
Σv′∈VP,r :(v′,v)∈E fan(v′)−1Φv′,r

≥ d−1Φ̂r − (ΦP
r+1 − ΦP

r ) .

The latter step is justified since the (negative) potential
transferred from a passive node v′ at round r to an active node
v at round r + 1 is, by Lemma 2, limited by the decrease in
total potential of passive nodes from round r to round r + 1
in absolute terms.

It follows that the mass transferred from active to passive
at round D − 1 is

d−1Φ̂D−1 ≥ d−2Φ̂D−2 − (ΦP
D−1 − ΦP

D−2)

≥ d−DΦ̂0 − (ΦP
D−1 − ΦP

0 )
= d−DΦA

0 − (ΦP
D−1 − ΦP

0 )

and hence ΦP
D−ΦP

0 ≥ d−DΦA
0 which is sufficient to conclude

the result.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2. Let us assume that∑
i xi

n > kT holds. Then, ΦV > 0 by Lemma 2. By the
definition of potential, ΦV = ΦA

r + ΦP
r . Applying Lemma 1,

we conclude that
ΦA

r ≥ ΦV > 0 (1)

From Lemma 5, it follows that

ΦA
r ≤ (1 − d−D)�

r
D �ΦA

0 (2)

for rounds r with Pr �= ∅. If there are passive nodes for all
rounds r, it follows that eventually ΦA

r < ΦV , a contradiction
to (1). This concludes the proof of the first statement in
Theorem 2.

To prove the second statement, let a border node be a
passive node that has an active neighbor. Let Br be the set

of border nodes at round r and ΦB
r be the potential of nodes

in Br. Note that by Lemma 2, ΦV is a negative quantity.
Consider an infinite run of the protocol starting in a con-

figuration such that ΦV < 0. Let V lim be the nodes that are
infinitely often either active or border nodes during the run,
and let Φlim be the potential, eventually constant, of V lim.
Let r0 be a round after which all active or border nodes are
in V lim.

First we observe that, if Ar is inhabited for all r then so is
Br. This is so, since the network is connected, and we assume
that ΦV < 0 and no node not in V lim can be a border node.
We want to show that a round r ≥ r0 exists such that

ΦA
r ≤ ΦA

r0
+ d−1ΦP,lim

r0
(3)

where V P,lim
r0

= V lim ∩ Pr0 and
ΦP,lim

r0
= Σ{Φv,r0 | v ∈ V P,lim

r0
}.

Let
Wi = {v ∈ V P,lim

r0
| v ∈ Br0+i and

∀j : 0 ≤ j < i.v ∈ Pr0+j − Br0+j} .

Clearly, {Wi} partitions V P,lim
r0

, and ΦP,lim
r0

=
⋃{Φv,i | v ∈

Wi}. Also, there is some r1 ≥ r0 such that Wr = ∅ whenever
r ≥ r1. Moreover, at each round r ≥ r0,

ΦA
r+1 ≤ ΦA

r + Σ{Φv,r | v ∈ Wr}
= ΦA

r + Σ{Φv,r0 | v ∈ Wr} ,

since all v ∈ Wr are passive, non-border, and hence constant,
between r0 and r − 1 inclusive. This is sufficient to conclude
(3).

Since Φlim is constant, this construction can be iterated,
starting now at round r1 instead of r0. Each such construction
reduces the potential of active nodes by a constant positive
amount −d−1Φlim, provided Φlim is negative. Therefore, it
follows that, eventually, for some round r, ΦA

r = 0 as desired.
But Φlim must be negative, since otherwise the construction

of Lemma 5 can be used to show that, eventually, all nodes
in V lim must be active, a contradiction. This concludes the
proof of statement 2) in Theorem 2 and thus of the theorem
itself. �.

Given Theorem 2, the proof of Theorem 3 becomes straight-
forward. Let us assume that

∑
i xi

n > T . Due to Theorem
2, all nodes become active after a round re < ∞. If all
nodes are active, then the convergence properties of the simple
protocol are the same as those of push-synopses, which means
that si

wi
converges to

∑
i xi

n [17]. Therefore, the local variable
crossedi on all nodes will eventually hold the value true.
This concludes the proof of statement 1) in Theorem 3.

To prove statement 2), assume that
∑

i xi

n < T . There are

two cases to consider. If
∑

i xi

n > kT , then all nodes become
active after a finite number of rounds. Therefore, the local
variable crossedi on all nodes will eventually hold the value
false. In the other case, where

∑
i xi

n < kT , Theorem 2
implies that all nodes will eventually become passive. By
definition, a passive node has si

wi
< kT and hence its local

variable crossedi has the value false as 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. This
concludes the proof of statement 2). �

Note that our proof of statement 2) of Theorem 2 above
does not allow to bound the convergence time. We leave the
identification of such a bound for future work.
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VI. TG-GAP: AN EXTENSION OF THE SIMPLE PROTOCOL

The simple protocol presented in Algorithm 2 does not
provide the functionality we require, namely that of triggering
threshold crossing alerts for continuously evolving global
aggregates. However, it contains the core concepts of effi-
ciently and correctly detecting whether or not an aggregate
is above a given threshold. In this section, we extend the
simple protocol to TG-GAP, a protocol that meets the design
goals set out in Section III. To design such an extension, we
need to address issues which we identified in [10]. The issues
relate to dynamic rate adjustment, triggering of TCAs and
implementing hysteresis behavior using an upper and a lower
threshold.

Dynamic rate adjustment reduces the protocol overhead
when the aggregate is far from the threshold. As proven in
Theorem 2, all nodes become passive and the overhead of the
simple protocol reduces to zero when the aggregate is far from
the threshold. Hence, the simple protocol implements dynamic
rate adjustment through switching from active to passive states
and vice versa. We discuss design choices for the last two
issues in the following subsections.

A. Triggering TCAs

The push-synopses protocol introduced in Section IV and
the simple protocol have been presented for the case where the
local variables xi remain constant. As shown in [2], we can
easily adapt the protocols to support continuous monitoring
in the case where the local values change, by sampling the
value of xi at the beginning of each round and by adding the
change in xi to the sum variable si (see step 4 in Algorithm
3).

For a protocol adapted in such a way, triggering a TCA
using the current estimate of the aggregate on a node can
result in a high probability of false positives for the following
reasons. First, the estimate has a local bias, in the sense
that a sudden change in the local variable produces, for a
short duration, a significant error in the local estimate of
the aggregate. Such a bias is an intrinsic property of gossip-
based aggregation protocols. Second, it is generally difficult
to determine how close the current value of an estimate
is to the true value of the aggregate. This is because the
theoretical bounds on convergence rates given in the literature
are often loose, they require global knowledge (e.g., system
size, maximum of all local values, etc.), and they are given
under the assumption that the local values do not change (cf.
[4], [17]). Finally, for the case of the simple protocol, it is
difficult for a node to determine whether its estimate of the
aggregate contains up-to-date contributions from all nodes, or
whether it is computed only over a subset of the active nodes.

In [10], we put forth two approaches for triggering and
clearing TCAs. The first approach involves low-pass filtering,
such that a node raises an alert only if the local estimate
of the aggregate is above the threshold and remains so for
a predetermined number of rounds denoted by rwait. This
reduces the effect of local bias (i.e., reducing false positives)
at the risk of missing threshold crossings (i.e., increasing false
negatives). The second approach extends this scheme with
a global snapshot algorithm. If a node locally determines a

threshold crossing, it initiates a snapshot protocol to compute
a more accurate estimate of the global aggregate. Note that
the result of this computation is not affected by changes in
the local values during the computation of the snapshot, and
that the snapshot is computed over all nodes in the network,
both passive and active.

For TG-GAP we follow the second approach and use push-
synopses to compute a snapshot. The snapshot is run at the
protocol rate, piggy-backing the snapshot messages onto the
regular protocol messages. To decrease convergence time,
instead of computing a snapshot from the local values directly,
TG-GAP seeds the snapshot computation on a node by ini-
tializing the local state variables with the (partially converged)
estimates already held by the node. The initialization phase of
the snapshot is also accelerated by allowing a node to execute
the first two rounds of push-synopses as soon as it receives
a snapshot request from a neighbor. The duration of the
snapshot which we denote by rpoll is dependent on the specific
networking scenarios and is determined experimentally.

B. Implementing the hysteresis behavior

In order to avoid repeated TCAs in case the monitored
variable oscillates, the monitored threshold is typically accom-
panied by a second hysteresis threshold, set to a lower value.
The hysteresis threshold must be crossed, in order to clear the
TCA and allow a new TCA to be triggered when the threshold
is crossed again (see Figure 1). TG-GAP implements such a
hysteresis behavior.

TG-GAP maintains a local state variable dir, which has
value up when the protocol is detecting the upward crossing
of the upper threshold, and has value down when the protocol
is detecting the downward crossing of the lower threshold.

A key component of implementing hysteresis behavior is a
mode switching scheme, which switches the values of dir on
all nodes, from up to down or vice versa, after TCA has been
raised or cleared by the protocol.

In TG-GAP, for the case of deterministic gossiping, mode
switching is realized as follows. Nodes exchange, in addition
to the s and w variables, a TCA number tn and the direction
of detection dir (1 for up and -1 for down). All nodes are
initialized with TCA number 0 and direction 1. Whenever a
node detects a threshold crossing, it increases its local TCA
number by 1, switches the direction of detection and sends
out a message with the updated tn and dir to its neighbors.
Whenever a node receives a TCA number larger than its own,
it sets its TCA number and direction to the values it received,
and sends them out to its neighbors. This mechanism ensures
that all even TCA numbers are associated with direction 1 and
all odd numbers are associated with direction -1.

This mode switching scheme ensures that, after any se-
quence of TCAs raised by nodes of the system, the system
eventually converges to a consistent state where the the TCA
number tn (and thus the mode variable dir) agree on all nodes.
This consistent state is reached after the number of rounds that
is equal to the diameter of the network.

The mode switching scheme presented above has to be
adapted for the case of uniform gossip for the TCA number
and direction to spread successfully to all nodes. Specifically,
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f π
1 0%
2 79.68%
3 94.05%
4 98.02%
5 99.30%
10 99.995%

TABLE I
THE RATIO π OF INFECTED INDIVIDUALS TO THE TOTAL NUMBER

INDIVIDUALS IN A POPULATION FOR THE INFECT-AND-DIE MODEL.

if the majority of the nodes are passive, then the spread of
the new state may stop before it is received by all nodes. To
ensure the spread of the new state (in a probabilistic sense),
nodes have to forward the state for more than a single round,
even if the distance between their estimate of the aggregate
and the threshold dictates that they be passive. The relationship
between the number of rounds a node communicates its new
state and how far the new state spreads is captured by the
infect-and-die model for the spread of epidemics [18].

In the infect–and–die model, for a large population, it
has been shown that the ratio π of the infected individuals
to the size of a given population satisfies the fixed point
equation π = 1 − e−πf , where f is the number of rounds an
infected individual remains infectious before dying. To draw
a parallel with our protocol, a node that detects threshold
crossing corresponds to the individual that starts the epidemic,
a node receiving a new state corresponds to individuals getting
infected, and a node forwarding the state corresponds to an
infectious individual. (Note that in our protocol, a node will
continue to ‘infect’ other nodes after f rounds if it becomes
active due to its aggregate being close to the threshold.)

Table I shows the values of the ratio π for different values
of f . From this table, one can see that, for example, using the
uniform gossip communication strategy, if a node that receives
a new TCA number (and direction) forwards it for at least 5
rounds, at least 99.3% of the nodes in the network are expected
to have received the new TCA number.

C. Pseudo-code

The pseudo-code of TG-GAP for a node i is given in Algo-
rithm 3. The upper part (round 0) describes the initialization
of the protocol, and the lower part (round r > 0) describes
the protocol cycle that is executed for each round r > 0. Ni

denotes the set of neighbors of node i on the network graph.
As mentioned before, TG-GAP is an extension of the simple

protocol. As does the simple protocol, TG-GAP maintains the
si and wi variables. Instead of the crossedi variable in the
simple protocol, TG-GAP maintains a TCA number variable
tni, a direction variable diri, and a variable cnti, which stores
the number of rounds that passed since the local estimate of
the aggregate crossed the current threshold. TG-GAP extends
the message format of the simple protocol to (s, w, tn, dir)
by adding the node’s TCA number and its direction to all
messages that are exchanged.

For the sake of better readability, the description of taking
a snapshot is simplified in the pseudo-code and encapsulated
in function calls.

The pseudo-code uses the following ancillary functions:

Algorithm 3 TG-GAP: pseudo-code for node i.
round 0
1: si = xi,0; wi = 1; tni = 0; diri = 1; cnti = 0;
2: send (si, wi, tni, diri) to self
round r > 0
3: let M = {(s∗l , w∗

l , tn∗
l , dir∗l )} be all messages

sent to i during round r − 1
4: si = (xi,r − xi,r−1) +

∑
l s∗l ; wi =

∑
l w∗

l ;
5: active =crossed( si

k∗wi
, diri);

6: if MAXl(tn
∗
l ) > tni or pcrossed(tni + 1,diri)

then
7: raiseTCA(diri); active =true; cnti = 0
8: if pcrossed(tni + 1,diri) then
9: tni = tni + 1; diri = diri ∗ −1;
10: else
11: j = argmaxl tn∗

l ; tni = tn∗
j; diri = dir∗j

12: end if
13: end if
14: if crossed( si

wi
, diri) then

15: if cnti ≥ rwait then
16: startpoll(tni + 1);
17: else
18: cnti = cnti + 1
19: end if
20: else
21: cnti = 0
22: end if
23: if active then
24: choose shares αi,j ≥ 0 for all nodes j ∈ Ni

such that
∑

j αi,j = 1
25: else
26: choose shares αi,j ≥ 0 for all nodes j ∈

{i} ∪ {m| s∗m
w∗

m
≥ kT} and αi,j = 0 for all others

in Ni such that
∑

j αi,j = 1
27: end if

28: for all j ∈ Ni|αi,j > 0 send (αi,jsi, αi,jwi) to j

• crossed(agg,dir): Returns true if dir = 1 and agg ≥
T g+ or if dir = −1 and agg < T g−. Otherwise it returns
false.

• startpoll(tn): Initiates computing the snapshot of the
aggregate if there does not already exist an ongoing snap-
shot. The snapshot is given a local id of tn, overwriting
any previous id.

• pcrossed(tn, dir): Returns true if the snapshot with
id tn has completed and the result of the snapshot is
such that the threshold in the direction dir is crossed.
Otherwise it returns false.

• raiseTCA(dir): In case a management station is con-
nected to the node, it is notified of the threshold crossing.

The protocol starts by initializing si and wi in a same way
as in the simple protocol. The TCA number tni is initialized to
0, the direction diri is initialized to 1 (i.e., upward crossing of
a threshold), and the count variable cnti variable is initialized
to 0 (step 1). Similar to the simple protocol, the initialization
of the protocol ends with the node sending a message to itself
(step 2).

At the start of each protocol cycle, a node processes
the messages it has received during the previous round and
updates its local state variables. The wi variable is updated in
the same way as in the simple protocol, while the si variable
now takes into account the change to the local variable xi

(step 4). The variable active is set to true, if the aggregate is
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close to the threshold and false otherwise (step 5).
Steps 6-13 are executed, if a node detects that a global

threshold crossing has occurred. A node determines that a
global threshold crossing has occurred, if a neighbor sends
a message with a tn value larger than tni, or if a snapshot
has completed and the result indicates that a global threshold
crossing has occurred. In case of a global threshold crossing,
the node raises a TCA, sets the active variable to true, and
resets the cnti counter (step 7). In addition, if the threshold
crossing has been detected through the snapshot, then the
node increments its TCA number and changes the direction of
detection (step 9). Otherwise, if the crossing has been detected
through information obtained from a neighbor, then the TCA
number and direction variables are set to those sent by the
neighbor (step 11).

Steps 14-20 are executed, if the local estimate of the
aggregate is above (if dir = 1, or below, if dir = −1)
the threshold. If the aggregate has been continuously above
(or below) the threshold for the last rwait rounds, the node
initiates a snapshot of the aggregate. Otherwise, it increments
cnti by 1. If the aggregate is below (or above) the threshold,
then cnti is set to 0 (step 21).

In steps 23-27, node i computes, in the same way as the
simple protocol, the shares αi,j for its neighbors. If the node is
active, it computes the shares according to the communication
strategy (step 24). If the node is passive, it sets the shares of all
passive neighbors to zero and computes the shares of its active
neighbors according to the communication strategy (step 26).
In step 28, the node sends a message to each node with a
none-zero share.

The pseudo-code given in Algorithm 3 applies to the
communication strategy of deterministic gossip. For the case
of uniform gossip, a straightforward extension is required,
keeping a node to remain active for f rounds before it switches
to passive state (see subsection VI-B).

VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We have evaluated TG-GAP through extensive simulations
using a Java version of the SIMPSON simulator (available
at [19]), a discrete event simulator that allows us to simulate
message exchanges between nodes and processing on nodes
for large network topologies. In various scenarios, we measure
the protocol overhead and the quality of detection by TG-
GAP, the network size, the failure rate, frequency of threshold
crossings and protocol rate, in order to evaluate the protocol
against the design goals given in Section III.

In addition to TG-GAP, some simulation scenarios are
run also with TCA-GAP, a tree-based protocol for detecting
threshold crossing of aggregates [8]. This allows us to compare
the use of a gossip protocol with a protocol that is based
on spanning trees for the purpose of monitoring threshold
crossing of network-wide aggregates.

A. Evaluation against design goals

Evaluation metrics. TG-GAP is evaluated using the fol-
lowing metrics. First, protocol overhead is measured as the
average number of messages processed per second per node.
Second, we evaluate the quality of detection by measuring

the correctness of the detection and the detection delay. The
correctness of the detection is determined by a) the ratio of
false negatives (i.e., cases where the protocol fails to raise
an alert although a threshold crossing has occurred) to the
total number of threshold crossings and b) the ratio of false
positives (i.e., cases where the protocol raises an alert even
though no threshold crossing has occurred) to the total number
of alerts raised by the protocol. Finally, the detection delay is
measured as the difference between the time TG-GAP reports
a crossing and the time the actual crossing occurs.
Local variables. In all scenarios, a local variable represents
the number of HTTP flows that enter the network at a specific
router, and the aggregate of those variables represents the total
number of such flows in the network. We simulate the behavior
of the local variables using packet traces captured at the
University of Twente [20]. Some 20 hours of traces captured
at two links were used. In order to obtain simulation traces
for local variables to a large number of nodes, we used the
following method. The first simulation trace which we call the
UT trace has been created as follows. The number of HTTP
flows from those original traces were sampled each minute.
This produced traces that give the evolution of the number
of HTTP flows over time. Then, we divided the obtained
traces into segments of 150sec each, which provided unique
segments for a network of size of 654 nodes. From those
segments, we constructed traces of 1500sec for each node in
the simulation, by randomly selecting and concatenating ten
of those segments. Across all traces, the average value of the
local variables is about 45 flows, and the standard deviation
of the change between two consecutive samples is about 3.4
flows.

The aggregate values for the traces constructed above show
small changes over time, which makes it difficult to evaluate
the performance of our protocol in scenarios with high number
of threshold crossings. To evaluate the performance of our
protocol in such scenarios, we produced a second trace, which
we call Periodic UT trace. It is obtained by adding a sinusoidal
bias to the UT trace wi(t) on a node i as follows:
wi(t)∗ = wi(t) + 23 ∗ (

1 + sin(2πt
30 − π

2 )
)�. The period of

the sinusoid is chosen such that we have about 100 threshold
crossings over the simulation period of 1500 seconds.

Overlay topology. The topologies used for the network
graphs in our simulations are generated by GoCast [5], a
gossip protocol that builds topologies with bidirectional edges
and small diameters. The protocol allows setting the (target)
connectivity of the graph. For the measurements reported in
this paper, we do not simulate the dynamics of GoCast. This
means that the topology does not change during a simulation
run. Unless stated otherwise, the topology used in the simula-
tions has 654 nodes (this is the size of Abovenet, an ISP[21]).
All topologies are generated with a target connectivity of 10,
which, for the 654 node topology we use, produces an average
inter-node distance of 4.3 hops and a diameter of 7 hops in
the graph.

Failures. For our simulations, we assume that failure ar-
rivals follow a Poisson process and that a failed node recovers
after 30sec. We also assume a failure detection service is
available to TCA-GAP, allowing a node to detect the failure
of a neighbor in the network graph.
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Fig. 3. TG-GAP and push-synopses: protocol overhead over time.

Protocol parameters. The following protocol parameters
are used for our simulations. They are determined experimen-
tally for the scenarios we consider in this work, by looking
at the distribution of the estimation error and the rate of
convergence of the underlying aggregation protocol, as well as
the maximum rate of change of the aggregate. The parameter
k ≤ 1 specifies how close the aggregate needs to be to the
threshold before a node turns active. If the aggregate changes
slowly, larger values of k reduce the protocol overhead. For
our simulations we use k = 0.9. The rwait parameter specifies
the interval (in number of rounds) between the crossing of the
current threshold and the start of polling. Large values reduce
the protocol overhead while increasing the detection delay of
threshold crossings. For our evaluation, we use rwait = 4.
Finally, rpoll gives the duration (in number of rounds) of the
polling phase. Larger values allow the estimate to converge
closer to the true value at the expense of higher overhead. For
the simulations, we use rpoll = 6.

Other Simulation Parameters. We run the simulations
with the following parameters unless stated otherwise. The
choices for the particular values are based on the configuration
and measurements on our testbed, internet measurements, and
the need for a sufficient number of measurement events to
obtain statistically significant simulation results.

• protocol rate r: 4 rounds/sec
• processing delay: 1ms/message
• communication delay: 20ms
• length of a simulation: 1500sec, with an initialization

period of 30sec
• threshold values: T +

g set at 1.05 times the average value
of the aggregate and T−

g set at the average value of the
aggregate.

B. Protocol efficiency

We assess the efficiency of TG-GAP by measuring the
protocol overhead in two scenarios, one in which several
threshold crossings occur, and a second scenario in which
the threshold is not crossed. In the first scenario, we run
the protocol on the 654-node network graph where the local
variables change according to the Periodic UT trace. The
simulation is run for 75 sec, and Figure 3 shows the trace
of the simulation after the initialization period.

Fig. 4. Protocol overhead in function of the ratio of aggregate to threshold.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the aggregate and the
protocol overhead. During the simulation run, three threshold
crossings occur: at around t=39sec (upper threshold cross-
ing), t=53.5sec (lower threshold crossing) and t=69sec (up-
per threshold crossing). When the aggregate is close to the
threshold (e.g., between 38sec and 43sec) we observe that the
overhead of TG-GAP becomes equal to that of push-synopses,
except for the spikes. The observation that both protocols have
the same overhead can be explained by the fact that TG-GAP
and push-synopses exchange the same number of messages
when all nodes are active (which occurs when the aggregate
is close to the threshold). Also, during this period, we observe
spikes that are the results of the initialization of the snapshot
to determine the global aggregate. During all other times,
we see that the overhead is much lower than that of push-
synopses because of the dynamic rate control feature described
in section VI.

In the second scenario, we study the effect of the relative
distance between aggregate and threshold on the protocol
overhead. To do this, we use the UT trace and vary the
threshold such that the ratio of (the average of) the aggregate to
the (upper) threshold ranges from 10%-100%. Each simulation
is run for 1500sec, and the average protocol overhead over this
time is measured. Figure 4 shows the result.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the protocol overhead
decreases with decreasing ratio. For ratios of 0.1 to 0.8,
the overhead increases almost linearly with a small rate and
stays below some 15% of the maximum. Above 0.8, the
overhead quickly increases to that of push-synopses when
the ratio reaches 1. (The overhead of push-synopses is 20.1
msg/sec/node for this scenario.)

The two scenarios above demonstrate that TG-GAP is
efficient in the sense that the protocol overhead is small
when the aggregate is far from the threshold. In our specific
experiment, an aggregate of below 25% of the threshold results
in a protocol overhead that is two orders of magnitude lower
than that of push-synopses. Further, the results show that the
overhead of TG-GAP is always below that of push-synopses
(ignoring the overhead associated with the initialization of the
snapshot).
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution of detection delays.

C. Latency for threshold detection

In this scenario, we study the delays between the actual
threshold crossing and its detection by TG-GAP. We simulate
the protocol on the 654-nodes topology with the periodic UT
trace. The protocol is run for 1500sec, resulting in 98 (49
upward and 49 downward) threshold crossings. The resulting
delay distribution is shown in Figure 5.

The figure shows that, for this particular scenario, threshold
crossings are detected within 1.5-3.4 sec. Note that since
computing a snapshot takes 6 rounds (∼1.5sec), TCAs can
not, in general, be correctly detected before this time. In this
scenario no false positives or false negatived occurred.

The result from this scenario shows that all threshold
crossings can be detected within 3.4sec in this network of
654 nodes, with a protocol rate of 4/sec.

D. Correctness of TG-GAP

We assess the correctness of TG-GAP by measuring the
ratio of false positives to the total number of TCAs raised by
the protocol and the ratio of false negatives to the total number
of actual threshold crossings. We measure these metrics in
function of the frequency of threshold crossings.

For this scenario, we run the protocol on the 654-node
network graph. The local variables change according to the
Periodic UT trace, with the frequency as the control pa-
rameter. For a node i, the local value changes as w∗

i (t) =
int (wi(t) + 23 (1 + sin(2πtν))), where values of ν are cho-
sen from {1/32, 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2}. Note that small
values of ν result in a low rate of threshold crossings, while
large values result in a high rate of threshold crossings.

Figure 6 shows the result. Each point on the graph is
the outcome of a simulation run. The plot shows only false
negatives, as no false positives occurred for all values of ν.

As expected, the protocol correctly detects all threshold
crossings for small frequencies (i.e., ν ≤ 1/8). However,
above ν = 1/4, the protocol misses threshold crossings. We
know from the protocol design that, for a correct detection,
there is a minimum detection delay of Δ = round_length ∗
(rwait + rpoll) = 2.5sec (see Section VI). For an aggregate of
the form used in this scenario, we expect that false negatives
occur when Δ > 1

2ν , which means for our experiment ν > 0.2.
This reasoning is consistent with the graph in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. False negatives (as the ratio of the number of missed crossings to the
total number of crossings) in function of the frequency of threshold crossing
(ν).

Size diameter Avg. inter-node distance
82 5 2.9
164 5 3.6
327 6 3.9
654 7 4.3

1308 7 4.8
2616 8 5.3
5232 8 5.8

10464 9 6.3
20928 9 6.9

TABLE II
TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF GOCAST-GENERATED TOPOLOGIES USED

IN THE EXPERIMENTS (WITH CONNECTIVITY 10).

Regarding false negatives, the results show that false neg-
atives can be avoided, if the frequency of threshold crossings
is below a certain limit, which is dependent on the minimum
detection delay of the protocol. Regarding false positives, the
results here show that for the correct choice of the protocol
parameter rpoll, false positives can be avoided. (Recall that
false positives occur only due to an estimation error in the
computed snapshot.)

E. Scalability

We study the protocol in two scenarios, where we measure
the protocol overhead and the detection delay as a function of
the network size.

In the first scenario, we use GoCast-generated graphs with
a target connectivity of 10 for networks of size 82, 164, 327,
654, 1308, 2626, 5232, 10464 and 20928. Table II shows
topological properties of these graphs. We use the UT trace to
simulate the behavior of the local variables. For each topology,
the threshold is selected such that the ratio of the average
of the aggregate to the threshold is 10%, 50% and 80%,
respectively. The result is shown in Figure 7. Each point on
the graph is the outcome of a simulation run.

The figure shows no visible dependence of the protocol
overhead on the system size when the aggregate is far from
the threshold. When the aggregate is close to the threshold,
the protocol overhead seems to decrease with the system size.
(This is an interesting effect that we did not expect and cannot
explain.)
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Fig. 7. Protocol overhead in function of network size for different ratios of
aggregate/threshold.

Fig. 8. Detection delay in function of network size.

In the second scenario, we measure the average detection
delay as a function of the network size. Again, we use the
topologies given in Table II. The local variables are simulated
using the periodic UT trace. The result is shown in Figure 8.
Each point on the graph is the outcome of a simulation run.

The figure suggests that the detection delay in TG-GAP is
by and large independent of the system size. (Note that in
all these experiments, no false positives and false negatives
occurred.)

We explain this behavior by the way we constructed the
local traces for the simulation which results in all parts
of the network exhibiting similar statistical behavior. (We
experienced a similar behavior in our earlier work where we
evaluated the accuracy of a gossip-based aggregation protocol
as the function of the system size and used the same way of
constructing traces [2].)

In summary, for the scenarios considered here, TG-GAP is
scalable in the sense that its overhead and detection delay are
largely independent on the system size.

F. Controlling trade-off between overhead and detection delay

In this subsection, we study the controllability of TG-GAP.
Specifically, we are interested in the extent to which we can
control the trade-off between overhead and detection delay.
We use the protocol rate r as the control parameter.

We measure the average protocol overhead and the average
detection delay as functions of r, varying r from 1 to 16.
(Values of r smaller than 1 would result in false negatives

Fig. 9. r controls the trade-off between protocol overhead and detection
delay.

Fig. 10. Protocol overhead in function of the failure rate for a 654-node
network.

as explained above.) We use the default parameters for the
simulations and the result is shown in Figure 9.

As expected, the protocol overhead increases with r, while
the detection delay decreases. The figure shows that r is
an effective control parameter, because the changes in the
overhead are significant for the range within which r was
varied. (In [10], we demonstrated that the parameter k, which
determines the switch between active and passive state of a
node, can also be used as a control parameter for the same
purpose.)

G. Robustness

Robustness of TG-GAP is studied in three scenarios: first,
the protocol overhead is measured as a function of the rate
of node failures. Then, for a fixed failure rate, we measure
the distribution of the delay in detecting threshold crossings.
Finally, we evaluate the accuracy of the protocol under node
failures. For the scenarios in this section, TG-GAP is extended,
in a similar way as described in [2], to ensure that the under-
lying aggregation process performs correctly under failures.

For the first scenario, we use the default 654-node topology,
and we simulate local variables with the UT trace. The thresh-
old is chosen five times the average value of the aggregate
during the run. For failure rates of 0.039, 0.156, 0.625, 2.5
and 10 failure/sec/network, we measure the protocol overhead.
The result is shown in Figure 10. Each point on the graph is
the outcome of a simulation run.
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Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution of detection delays for 0.625 fail-
ure/sec/network and no failures.

Fig. 12. False positives (as a ratio to the total number of raised alarms) in
function of the failure rate for a 654-node network.

As can be seen from the figure, the protocol overhead
increases with the failure rate. For rates less than 0.625/sec,
the overhead of TG-GAP is similar to that for the case
where no failures occur. However, for larger failure rates, the
protocol overhead quickly increases. We explain this behavior
by the fact that failure recovery introduces a temporary local
bias, which in turn, increases probability of nodes starting a
snapshot.

For the second scenario, we use the default parameters with
the Periodic UT trace. We produce a simulation run with 0.625
failure/sec/network and one with no failures. Figure 11 shows
distribution of the detection delays for these two runs.

As can be seen from the figure, the scenario with failures
shows a higher variance of detection delays compared to that
with no failures.

In the last scenario, we run simulations with failure rates of
0.039, 0.156, 0.625, 1, 2.5 and 10 failure/sec in the network,
with the same setting as in the experiment above. For each
simulation run, we assess the correctness of the protocol by
determining the number of false negatives and false positives.
The result is shown in Figure 12.

The figure shows that the protocol exhibits no false positives
for failure rates of less than 0.125/sec. For larger failure
rates, the rate of false positives increase to about 50% for a
failure rate of 10/sec. During the simulation run the protocol
exhibited no false negatives. Note that, in practice, false
negatives are more serious than false positives, since with

Fig. 13. Protocol overhead in function of average ratio of aggregate to
threshold for TG-GAP and TCA-GAP.

false positives, further checks can be performed to verify
the threshold crossing, while with false negatives this is not
possible.

The results in this subsection suggest that TG-GAP is robust
to node failures in the following sense. There is a failure-rate
limit up to which the protocol (1) exhibits an overhead compa-
rable to when no failures occur and (2) exhibits neither false
positives nor false negatives. For the scenarios investigated,
this limit is 0.125 failures/sec/network.

H. Comparison against TCA-GAP

In this subsection, we compare the performance of TG-GAP
with that of TCA-GAP, a tree-based protocol for detection of
threshold crossings that we developed in earlier work [8]. For
the same maximum number of protocol messages per link,
we compare both protocols with regard to protocol efficiency,
quality of detection, scalability and robustness. An in-depth
description and evaluation of TCA-GAP can be found in
[8]. For TG-GAP, we take the same measurement results as
discussed in the subsections above, and we run TCA-GAP
for the same scenarios and with the same settings described
above.

1) Efficiency: Figure 13 shows the average protocol over-
head for different ratios of aggregate to threshold, for the
scenario of Figure 4. The qualitative behavior of both protocols
is similar: they exhibit a low overhead when the aggregate is
far from the threshold, and the overhead becomes comparable
to that of the underlying aggregation protocol when the
aggregate is close to the threshold.

Quantitatively however, the overhead of the two protocols
is significantly different, since they are based on different
aggregation protocols with very different performance charac-
teristics. In fact, the overhead of TG-GAP is larger than that of
TCA-GAP by a factor of at least 10 in most cases. TCA-GAP
generates a lower overhead than TG-GAP, since TCA-GAP
exchanges messages reactively and only on a subset of overlay
links, namely on those links that are part of the aggregation
tree, while in TG-GAP messages are exchanged on all overlay
links.

2) Quality of detection: The distribution of the detection
delays, for the same scenario as that of Figure 5, is shown
in Figure 14. With regards to detection delay, TCA-GAP per-
forms generally better than TG-GAP, although the differences
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Fig. 14. Cumulative distribution of detection delays for TG-GAP and TCA-
GAP.

Fig. 15. Detection delay in function of network size for TG-GAP and TCA-
GAP.

are not as drastic as in the above experiment. First, TCA-GAP
has clearly a smaller detection delay than TG-GAP. The larger
delay of TG-GAP is the consequence of the protocol design
where nodes must wait for the completion of a snapshot before
they can issue an alert. Second, TG-GAP has a larger variance
in detection delays than TCA-GAP.

3) Scalability: As the discussion above shows for TG-GAP
and the measurement results in [8] demonstrate for TCA-
GAP, both protocols exhibit an overhead that is seemingly
independent of the system size, for the scenario settings and
the parameter space investigated.

However, as investigated in the scenario of Figure 8, de-
tection delays seem to increase with the logarithm of the
system size in the case of TCA-GAP, while the delays seem
to be independent of the system size in the case of TG-GAP
(see Figure 15). This figure further suggests that, in terms
of detection delay, TG-GAP potentially outperforms TCA-
GAP for very large networks. (Obtaining measurement results
for network sizes much larger than those reported in this
work would have been difficult for us, due to the limited
computational resources at our disposal.)

4) Robustness: Figure 16 shows the protocol overhead in
TCA-GAP and TG-GAP for the scenarios of Figure 10. The
protocol overhead for TCA-GAP seems to increase with the
logarithm of the failure rate, while for TG-GAP the increase
seems to be linear (note that the x-axis is in log-scale). As
further measurements show, for failure rates above 2.5/sec,

Fig. 16. Protocol overhead in function of failure rate for TG-GAP and
TCA-GAP.

both protocols exhibit large rates of false positives which
would render them unsuitable for practical settings. Below that
rate, the overhead of both protocols is roughly comparable.

Based on the above experiments, our comparative assess-
ment of TG-GAP vs TCA-GAP is as follows. For scenarios
with no failures and up to 20,000 nodes, TG-GAP incurs an
overhead of at least one order of magnitude larger than TCA-
GAP. In failure scenarios, the overheads of both protocols are
roughly comparable. TG-GAP has a somewhat larger detection
delay than TCA-GAP for networks below 20,000 nodes.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigate the use of gossip protocols
for the detection of network-wide threshold crossings. Our
design goals for such a protocol are efficiency with respect
to protocol overhead, high quality for detection of threshold
crossings (i.e., small detection delay and low probability of
false positives and negatives), scalability of key metrics with
the system size, robustness to node failures and controllability
of the trade-off between overhead and quality of detection.
Based on push-synopses, we introduce a simple protocol that
indicates whether a global aggregate of static local values is
above or below a given threshold. For this protocol, we prove
correctness and we prove that the protocol converges to a state
with no overhead when the aggregate is sufficiently far from
the threshold. Second, we introduce TG-GAP, an extension
of the simple protocol that executes in a dynamic network
environment and implements the hysteresis behavior. Key
elements of the design are the construction of a snapshot of the
global aggregate for threshold detection and a mechanism for
synchronizing the local direction of threshold detection, both
of which are realized using the underlying gossip protocol.
Through simulations, we evaluate the performance of TG-
GAP against our design goals, and performed a comparative
evaluation against a tree-based protocol for detecting global
threshold crossings.

The evaluation results indicate that TG-GAP meets our
design goals. Regarding efficiency, the protocol has a low
overhead when the aggregate is far from the threshold, and,
when the aggregate is close to the threshold, the overhead
becomes comparable to that of the underlying aggregation
protocol. In our experiment, an aggregate that averages below
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25% of the threshold results in a protocol overhead that is two
orders of magnitude lower than that of push-synopses.

Regarding correctness, for a scenario with 654 nodes where
no failures occur, all threshold crossings are correctly detected,
for all cases where less than 7 threshold crossings occur per
minute. For all the scenarios considered with the default pro-
tocol rate, for network sizes of up to 20,000 nodes, threshold
crossings are detected within 3sec of their occurrence.

With respect to scalability, the protocol overhead and de-
tection delays seem to be independent on the system size for
the specific overlay and traces used in the simulations.

Regarding robustness, the protocol, based on a robust
gossip-based aggregation protocol, correctly detects all thresh-
old crossings in scenarios where the failure rates are below
8 failures/minute for a 654 node network. Finally, regarding
controllability, the trade-off between protocol overhead and
detection delay can be effectively controlled through the
protocol rate.

Lastly, we perform a comparative evaluation of TG-GAP
against TCA-GAP, a tree-based protocol for detecting global
threshold crossings. For scenarios with no failures and up to
20,000 nodes, TG-GAP incurs an overhead of at least one
order of magnitude larger than TCA-GAP. In failure scenarios,
the overheads of both protocols are roughly comparable. TG-
GAP has a somewhat larger detection delay than TCA-GAP
for networks below 20,000 nodes. For systems of much larger
size, TG-GAP may have a significantly smaller detection delay
than TCA-GAP.

In conclusion, we learned that, for detecting global thresh-
old crossings in the type of scenarios investigated in this work,
a tree-based protocol incurs a significantly lower overhead and
a smaller detection delay than a gossip protocol such as TG-
GAP. This finding is consistent with our earlier result in [2],
where we conclude from extensive simulation studies that a
tree-based aggregation protocol consistently shows a higher
estimation accuracy than a gossip protocol (a robust extension
of push-synopses), for a comparable protocol overhead.
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